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17 August 2009 - Percy/Wallace when he was thrown over the fence [high res' images available]  

October 2009 – Percy/Wallace now...just 2 months on (look at all that hair growth!) [high res' images available]
  

From:  Sally Russell, Spain
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Sent: Tuesday, October 20, 2009 11:38 AM

On Monday 17th Aug, at 10.30 at night a young Sharpei male dog was thrown over our fence.

He (Percy) was in the most awful condition, ticks, fleas, but the worst was that his back, from his ears to his waist 
was raw [badly damaged] [see Before pictures].  We cleaned him up, as best you can in the dark, removed 
countless ticks, fed & watered him.  As I didn't know what was wrong with his back, we gave him a duvet & he slept 
in the porch.  I kept him separate from our pack.

The next morning we took him to Pablo & Suzanna who have taken over Thomas Hinz's practice [vets]. 
Ticks, fleas, bad ears & chronic back were all dealt with & Percy came home.  Faced with this problem I used 



products from Ruggles & Stopitall range "Ruggle-it".  I have been using the shampoo & oil for 7 months [on 
various other issues].  The oil has healed [helped rectify] Megan's back [dog], stopped Sailor [dog] from 
eating his back & given Apollo & Rowan [horses] a pretty fly free summer. 

So, Percy, now re-homed and very happy, and called Wallace is progressing well. I rubbed the oil on his neck daily 
& his new Mum Lindsey has kept up the good work.  He is now a picture of health, [see After pictures] & much 
loved, even if he did eat the remote control for the TV........

The combination of the oil & shampoo makes a very good fly deterrent.  I spray it on the dogs beds, the horses fly 
fringes & the fly rugs.  I also put a tiny drop in the washing machine.

Also, I used Ruggle-it shampoo myself.  My hair has improved in condition & I have learnt from Karen to avoid 
all shampoos containing parabens, sodium lauryl sulfate, pegs and synthetic scents.  For example Laureth Sulfate 
is used to claen garage floors.  So, check your shampoo. even baby shampoos have it. 

During this time I suffered a rather nasty incident where a young guy, homeless & frightened smacked me one 
when I disturbed him on the patio.  I got two black eyes, a bloody nose & a re-designed chin.
 
After a couple of days resembling Frankenstein, I called Karen.  She advised soaking with a mild mixture of the 
shampoo & water and then applying the oil & resting, aided by a G & T!  This I did for two days & the result was 
amazing.  Scaps & cuts went, swelling reduced & the black eyes took their time.  The lacerations to my chin, 
infected & painful [gone nasty!] were gone in a couple of days.

Now, I have found that the repeated use of the oil as a beauty product is fantastic.  All those tiny & not so tiny 
wrinkles that anno domini have forced upon me, are reducing, my skin is soft & has a glow that I really 
appreciate.  With the recession, life is expensive at the moment & we are not all able to spend a few hundred 
euros, or even pounds on Estee Lauder or Clinique so to find a substitute that is a totally pure product, is a 
bonus.  The oil does have a ditinctive smell though!  [...VERY true...it will not suit some that's for sure & partners 
need to be tolerant!!!]  Some may not like it initially, but when you see the good it does, ....forget the smell...I 
actually like it now. 

I hope that this letter might be of some help to you..I certainly didn't want you to get beaten up to find the benefits 
of this product so hope that others will benefit from it.  [If you live near Malaga, contact Sally as she keeps some 
extra stocks in for most instances]

S
Sally Russell, Spain.
PS   When you have sorted out all your hair & face issues, then get on to their Probiotics. They have done 
wonders for Percy & also for Megan [dogs].....watch out David [hubby!]............!!!!!!!

Many thanks to Sally Russell for taking the time to write such a detailed feedback.  High Res' images available.
Note:  Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones received in writing will be 

considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're not making this up!  All quoted 
testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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